
We do thank the editor for his valuable comments and suggestions to improve this 

manuscript. In order to help the readers to better understand this work, a supplement 

is added in this manuscript. The point-by-point replies for the comments are listed 

below. 

 

Comments:  I was faced as Editor of this paper with one reviewer who 

recommended rejection and another who recommended only minor typos. I therefore 

have to review the paper carefully myself before deciding whether to accept it. I was 

hoping that in your revised submission you would take careful note of the critical 

reviewer’s comments, but in fact you have chosen to ignore them and make only very 

small changes. I also note your disrespectful tone towards the reviewer in your reply. 

Reply: Thanks for the comments. We respect and thank the two anonymous 

reviewers’ comments and suggestions. We are sorry for the English usage if there is 

disrespectful tone in our replies. We reconsidered the reviewer’s comments and 

modified the manuscript accordingly.   

 

Comments: The first problem can be addressed in a number of ways. Firstly, rewrite 

the paragraph on p. 3 (l68 -76) to set out more clearly the aims of the paper. What 

you are presenting is a sensitivity study into the assumption of constant LR that 

underpins the Klett inversion method, using a large dataset of measured aerosol 

profiles to inform that study. Then explain how the rest of the paper helps achieve 

your aim. Secondly, take more care in section 3 to let the reader know exactly what 

you are doing – some suggestions are given below. 

Reply: Thanks for the comments. The paragraph of the introduction is rewritten 

according to your suggestions. 

 

Comments: Part of the critical reviewer’s problem arises from the fact that it is 

common knowledge in the lidar community that aerosols have a lidar ratio in the 

range 30 – 70 sr while clouds are more like 20 sr. In your reply to the reviewer’s 

comments you say that you don’t understand why ‘This manifests for instance in the 



low lidar ratio of 20 sr for water droplets’. Yet there is an entire community of lidar 

scientists who use a canonical value of 18.8 sr in stratocumulus to calibrate their 

lidars! (See O’Connor et al 2004 for details). So the idea that the lidar ratio grows as 

the particles humidify needs to be more carefully introduced and argued in the paper. 

The Salemnik paper is interesting but derives lidar ratio by assuming that α and β are 

constant with height – something you explicitly argue against! The variations in RH in 

that paper come from measurements on different days, which of course will have 

different aerosol populations. An intriguing result, but using that as a basis for your 

argument is, to say the least, questionable. 

 

Reply: In this paper, we focus on the LR of the continental aerosols ranged between 

10nm and 10μm in the North China Plains. Cloud droplets are not considered in this 

work. We agree with the reviewer that the LR of water droplets ranged between 50 

and hundred micrometers is about 20sr.   

We agree your comments that the results of Salemink et al. (1984) are obtained 

based on measurements on different days and different aerosol populations. So we 

removed their results as a basis for our argument in the revised manuscript. 

 

Comments: In your response to the reviewer you also say that ‘Ferrare et al 1998 

also found that the lidar ratios can vary from 60 to 90 sr when the RH increases from 

40% to 90%’. Your reference is to Part 2 of a pair of papers. But in Part 1, fig.1 

shows the measurement. First of all the ratio is variable from day to day, and 

secondly it most certainly does not increase in the boundary layer – in fact in most 

cases it decreases. How is this consistent with your calculations that the particles will 

grow? 

Reply: There are two possible explanations for the phenomenon that the LR decreases 

with height in the boundary layer. The first reason is that none of the RH reaches 90%, 

and the RH doesn’t increase with height, as shown in fig 9, 10 and 11 of Ferrare et al. 

(1998). The second reason is due to the measured LR profiles during the night time. 

During night time there will be different profiles of aerosol properties and RH. With 



these two reasons, the LR may not appear to increase with height.  

 

Comments: I would like you to pay more attention to this point, and to present more 

details (and more results) of the way you calculated particle growth and scattering. It 

would also help if you used your figures more carefully, by referring to them earlier in 

the paper – by the time I got to the figures I was thoroughly confused.  

Reply: One paragraph is added in the section 1 to introduce the κ-K�̈�hler theory, 

which is used to calculate the aerosol hygroscopic growth directly with given κ. At 

the same time, we make some revisions at section 3.1.1 to clarify the calculation of 

particle scattering. More descriptions of the figures are added in the revised 

manuscript.  

  

 

Comments: I realize that your Mie scattering calculations give the results they do, 

but you do need to justify them in the context of previous measurements and 

calculations of LR variation. Mie scattering codes are notoriously tricky, and the 

results sensitive to the number of terms used in the summations. Raman lidar and 

HSRLs have provided real profiles of LR so the evidence is out there. 

Reply: Mie model is widely used to calculate the LR (Fitzgerald, 1984, Ackermann, 

1998; Ansmann 2002) with the increscent of the RH. It is also widely used to study 

the aerosol optical properties in the North China Plain (Chen et al., 2014; Kuang et al., 

2015; Ma et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2011; Tao et al., 2014) and the feasibility of Mie 

model is proved by applying the optical closure studies (Chen et al., 2014; Ma et al., 

2012; Ma et al., 2011) in the Hachi Project(http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/special_issue226.html). In 

this work, we use the same parameters of the Mie model to study the aerosol optical 

properties. At the same time, more descriptions of the parameters used in Mie model 

are added in the text.  

 

Comments: a) L.91-97 this paragraph would make more sense if you referred to fig.3 

at this point (it would become fig.1) 

http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/special_issue226.html


 

Reply: Thanks. We have made the revisions according to your suggestion. 

 

 

Comments: b) I find section 3.1 very confusing. I cannot decide whether you used 

one aerosol and BC size distribution or many of them (in fact it becomes clear later 

that it’s many but it would help to say how many). This would be much clearer if you 

provided figures showing exactly what aerosol and BC distribution (or distributions) 

you did use. You could also show some examples of how the distribution changes with 

RH. You give a lot of references here but the consequence is that essential material is 

missing and the reader cannot follow your argument. 

 

Reply: Thanks for the comments. We have made the revisions according to your 

suggestions in section 3.1.1. Fig.R1 shows the mean distribution of aerosol PNSD and 

BC mass concentrations size distribution. The corresponding aerosol PNSDs at 

different RH are also shown in fig.R1. There are many works studying the effects of 

the aerosol hygroscopic growth on PNSD and aerosol optical properties (Chen et al., 

2012; Kuang et al., 2017; Kuang et al., 2015; Tao et al., 2014).   

 

 

Comments: c) At the end of this section you introduce the LR enhancement factor. 

This is crucial to understanding your paper as it is the quantity that goes into your 

retrieval. You need to expand this paragraph and explain to the reader that this is the 

key quantity that you get from your Mie model. Reference to fig 2 would be helpful 

here. It is not until equation 5 on p.8 that I understood where this paper was going 

 

Reply: We have made the revisions according to the reviewer’s advice. To emphasis 

the important of the LR enhancement factor, we added a section 3.1.2 in the text. 

 

 



Comments: d) Section 3.2. It is a reasonable assumption that the dry aerosol and BC 

distributions remain constant in the mixed layer, but your calculations are not 

confined only to the mixed layer. You need to discuss the effect of using this 

assumption beyond the mixed layer. 

 

Reply: The reviewer gives a good perspective of our future work. We are considering 

to do some research that concerns the influence of inhomogeneous distribution of dry 

aerosol above the mixed layer.  

 For simplicity, here we consider the two layers aerosol model. In the model, we 

assume that the aerosol σext profile remains the same as that of the homogeneously 

distributed aerosol profile. The LR values are set to be of two layers. The LR values 

in the mixed are the same as the parameter one and the LR values above the mixed 

layer are changed by multiplying a factor of 1.1-1.5. Then we retrieve the σext profiles 

by using the new proposed method in the paper. The retrieved σext profiles from two 

layer aerosol model are compared with σext profiles of the homogeneously distributed 

aerosol profiles. We find that the relative difference is within the range of 10%, which 

is within 1/5 the variation of the LR above the mixed layer, which means that the 

inhomogeneous distribution of aerosols above the mixed layer have little influence on 

our assumption. At the same time, we study the σext profiles and find that the aerosols 

in the mixed layer contribute 83% to the total extinction.  

 

 

Comments: e) Section 3.4 A couple of introductory sentences here would help the 

reader understand that you are comparing two methods of constraining LR using 

sun-photometer data. 

 

Reply: Thanks. Revisions are made according to your suggestion. 

 

 

Comments: f) Table 1. The results of this section are unsurprising – accumulation 



mode aerosol contributes most to lidar scattering – but the method used is flawed. If 

the regression were done using backscatter or extinction it would be meaningful 

(since these are additive) but because LR is a ratio the underlying linear equation 

upon which the regression analysis is based (LRtot = ΣαiLRi) is not correct.  

 

Reply: We agree with the reviewer on this issue. We removed the corresponding 

discussions from the text.  

 

 

Comments: g) Section 4.3. I have read this several times but I am none the wiser. 

What are you trying to do here? It seems you are generating a LR using a forward 

model based on an LR enhancement parameterization, then using the same 

parameterization in a retrieval scheme to derive the profile. Is that correct? If so it 

says nothing about the robustness of your parameterization, merely about the 

accuracy of your retrieval. 

 

Reply: We agree with the reviewer’s suggestions and corresponding revisions are 

made in the section 4.3 of the manuscript. 
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Figure R1. The mean aerosol PNSD measured during the campaign. The changes of 

aerosol PNSD with RH are shown in different colors. The dotted line shows the mean 

size distribution of BC mass concentrations, which is used in this study.  
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Abstract 10 

Light detection and ranging (lidar) measurements have been widely used to profile ambient 11 

aerosol extinction coefficient (σext). Particle extinction-to-backscatter ratio (lidar ratio, LR), which 12 

highly depends on aerosol dry particle number size distribution (PNSD) and aerosol hygroscopicity, is 13 

introduced to retrieve the σext profile from elastic-backscatter lidar signals. Conventionally, a constant 14 

column integrated LR that is estimated from aerosol optical depth is used by the retrieving algorithms. 15 

In this paper, the influences of aerosol PNSD, aerosol hygroscopic growth and relative humidity (RH) 16 

profiles on the variation of LR are investigated based on the datasets from field measurements in the 17 

North China Plain (NCP). Results show that LR has an enhancement factor of 2.2 when RH reaches 18 

92%. Simulation results indicate that both the magnitude and vertical structures of the σext profiles by 19 

using column-related LR method are significantly biased from the original σext profile. The relative 20 

bias, which is mainly influenced by RH and PNSD, can reach up to 40% when RH at the top of the 21 

mixed layer is above 90%. A new algorithm for retrieving σext profiles and a new scheme of LR 22 

enhancement factor by RH in the NCP are proposed in this study. The relative bias between the σext 23 

profile retrieved with this new algorithm and the ideal true value is reduced to below 13%. 24 

1. Introduction 25 

Atmospheric aerosols can directly scatter and absorb solar radiation, thus exerting significant 26 

impacts on the atmospheric environment and climate change. Vertical distributions of aerosol particles 27 

are crucial for studying the roles of atmospheric aerosols in the radiation balance of the 28 

Earth-Atmosphere system (Kuang et al., 2016), air pollution transportation (Gasteiger et al., 2017) and 29 
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boundary layer process. However, there remain many problems while determining the spatial and 30 

temporal distributions of aerosols because of their highly variable properties (Anderson and Anderson, 31 

2003; Andreae and Crutzen, 1997) and complex sources. As a result, our knowledge about the vertical 32 

distributions of aerosols is still very limited. 33 

Light detection and ranging (lidar) instruments are useful remote sensing tools to monitor profiles 34 

of aerosol optical properties. This kind of instrument involves a pulsed laser beam, which can be used 35 

to detect the back-scatter signals from aerosols and air molecules in the atmosphere (Klett, 1981). 36 

Elastic-backscatter lidar is one of the most frequently used instruments (He et al., 2006; Pietruczuk and 37 

Podgórski, 2009). However, there are some limitations when deriving aerosol extinction coefficient 38 

(σext) and aerosol back scattering coefficient (βsca) from elastic-backscatter lidar signals. Many efforts 39 

have been carried out to retrieve the σext profiles from lidar signals (Klett, 1981, 1985). Particle 40 

extinction-to-backscatter ratio, which is usually termed as the lidar ratio (LR), is required when 41 

retrieving σext profiles (Fernald, 1984; Fernald et al., 1972). LR can be derived directly using Raman 42 

lidar (Pappalardo et al., 2004b) and high spectral resolution lidar (She et al., 1992; Shipley et al., 1983; 43 

Sroga et al., 1983) measurements. Raman lidar has low signal to noise ratios (SNR) during the day, 44 

which may lead to significant bias and uncertainties in retrieving lidar signals. High spectral resolution 45 

lidar have high technique requirement and expensive cost. Ansmann et al. (2002) demonstrated that the 46 

profile of LR could be retrieved from Raman lidar and this LR profile can be used to retrieve σext 47 

profiles from high SNR elastic-backscattering lidar data. However, there exist many cases when 48 

elastic-backscatter lidar is used without concurrently measured LR profile. 49 

Sun-photometer, radiometer and elastic-backscatter lidar data are usually used simultaneously to 50 

retrieve σext profiles (Chaikovsky et al., 2016; He et al., 2006). In these studies, σext profiles could be 51 

retrieved from elastic-backscatter lidar signals by using a constant column-related LR, which is 52 

constrained by measurements of aerosol optical depth (AOD) from sun-photometer. However, many 53 

factors such as aerosol particle number size distribution (PNSD), aerosol refractive index, aerosol 54 

hygroscopicity and ambient relative humidity (RH), have large influences on LR. It is found that the 55 

ratio of σext and βsca grows linearly but slowly as RH increases when RH is lower than 80% 56 

(Ackermann, 1998; Anderson et al., 2000; Ferrare et al., 2001; Salemink et al., 1984). Further research 57 

found that LR is likely to change significantly due to the substantial variation of RH in the mixed layer 58 

(Ferrare et al., 1998). Small errors from the initial conditions may lead to large bias of retrieved σext 59 
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profiles (Sušnik et al., 2014). It is likely that using a constant LR profile instead of variable LR profile 60 

to retrieve elastic-backscatter lidar data may result in significant bias of retrieved σext profiles. The 61 

sounding profiles show that RH is highly variable and frequently beyond 80% in the mixed layer in the 62 

NCP (Kuang et al., 2016) which is one of the most polluted areas around the world (Ma et al., 2011; 63 

Xu et al., 2011). According to this, it is interesting to know how much σext profiles retrieved from 64 

elastic-backscatter lidar signals will be deviated if constant column-related LR profile is used in the 65 

NCP. Few works have been done to assess the bias of using a constant LR profile. This work 66 

comprehensively studied the possible bias by employing a large datasets of the field measurements. 67 

To account for the aerosol hygroscopic growth, the κ-K�̈�hler theory (Petters and Kreidenweis, 68 

2007) is widely used, in which the chemical composition dependent variables are merged into a single 69 

parameter κ. The κ-K�̈�hler equation is expressed as 70 

𝑅𝐻
100

= 𝐺𝐹3−1
𝐺𝐹3−(1−κ)

∙ exp (4𝜎𝑠/𝑎𝑀𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑅∙𝑇∙𝐷𝑑∙𝑔𝑓∙𝜌𝑤
),      (1) 71 

where Dd is the aerosol dry diameter. GF is the aerosol growth factor, which is defined as the ratio of 72 

the aerosol diameter under the given RH and dry conditions (𝐷𝑅𝐻/𝐷𝑑𝑑). T is the temperature. σs/a is the 73 

surface tension of the solution. Mwater is the molecular weight of water. R is the universal gas constant 74 

and ρw is the density of water. 75 

 This article is structured in the following way. Section 2 shows all of the data used in this study. 76 

Section 3 gives the methodology of this research. Mie theory (Bohren and Huffman, 2007) and 77 

κ-K �̈�hler theory (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) are used to study the influences of aerosol 78 

hygroscopic growth on LR. By calculating the LR at different RH, it is found that the LR profiles are 79 

significantly different from the AOD related constant LR profile as shown in fig. 1(b). We simulate the 80 

bias of the retrieved σext profiles of using the AOD related constant LR profiles by three steps. Firstly, 81 

the vertical distributions of the aerosol are parameterized and the corresponding aerosol σext and βsca 82 

profiles are calculated in section 3.2. Secondly, we calculate the theoretical signals received by the 83 

elastic-backscatter lidar in section 3.3 by using the σext and βsca profiles of the first step. Finally, we 84 

retrieve the σext profiles from the lidar signals of section 3.3 by using the column related lidar ratio 85 

profiles, in which the method is detailed in section 3.4.1. The retrieved σext profiles are compared with 86 

the parameterized σext profiles. In section 3.4.2, we proposed a new method of retrieving the σext 87 

profiles, which can account for the variations of LR with RH. Results and discussions are shown in 88 
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section 4. Section 4.2 shows the bias of retrieved σext profiles by using a column related LR profile 89 

method. Section 4.2.1 gives the possible bias of the retrieved σext profiles and section 4.2.2 shows the 90 

sensitivity of the bias under different AOD, different aerosol PNSD, different RH profiles and different 91 

aerosol hygroscopicity conditions. In section 4.4, the real-time field measurements results of 92 

micro-pulsed lidar (MPL) are used to validate the feasibility of our new method proposed in section 93 

3.4.2. The conclusions of this research come to the section 5. 94 

2. Data  95 

2.1 Datasets of aerosol properties 96 

During the periods of Haze in China (HaChi) campaign, the physical and chemical properties of 97 

aerosol particles are measured at the Wuqing meteorological station. Wuqing site is located between 98 

two megacities (Beijing and Tianjin) of NCP, and can represent the pollution conditions of the NCP 99 

(Xu et al., 2011). 100 

This study uses the measured datasets of PNSD, black carbon (BC) mass concentrations (Ma et al., 101 

2012) and aerosol hygroscopicity (Chen et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014) during the field campaign. The 102 

sampled aerosols particles are selected to have aerodynamic diameter of less than 10um by an 103 

impactor at the initial inlet. These particles are carefully dried to below 40% RH and then led to the 104 

corresponding instruments. The aerosol PNSDs with particle diameter in the range from 10nm to 10um 105 

are measured by jointly using a differential mobility particle sizer (TDMPS, Leibniz Institute for 106 

Tropospheric Research, Germany; Birmili et al., 1999) and an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS,TSI 107 

Inc., model 3321) with a temporal resolution of 5 min. The BC mass concentrations are measured by a 108 

multi-angle absorption photometer (MAAP model 5012, Thermo, Inc., Waltham, MA USA). The 109 

aerosol hygroscopicity is measured by using the humidity tandem differential mobility analyzer 110 

(HTDMA), which measures the aerosol GF as a function of RH at different diameter. The aerosol 111 

hygroscopicity parameter κ can be directly derived from measurements of HTDMA by applying 112 

formula (1). 113 

2.2 RH profiles 114 

The intensive GTS1 observation (Bian et al., 2011) at the meteorological bureau of Beijing (39。48’ 115 

N,116。28’ E) were carried out from July to September in 2008. With a resolution of 10m in the vertical 116 

direction, the radiosonde data includes profiles of temperature, pressure and RH. During the intensive 117 

observation period, balloon soundings were performed four times a day. 118 
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Water vapor mixing ratio is almost constant in the mixed layer due to extensive turbulent mixing 119 

existing and decreases rapidly above the mixed layer. RH profiles that exhibit well-mixed vertical 120 

structures are picked out and studied. With this, the maximum RH in the vertical direction can be used 121 

as a good representation of RH profiles. RH profiles are classified into four typical groups based on the 122 

maximum RH ranges: 60%-70%, 70%-80%, 80%-90% and 90%-95% (Kuang et al., 2016). These four 123 

kinds of typical well-mixed RH profiles are labeled as P60-70, P70-80, P80-90 and P90-95 124 

respectively. These four kinds of RH profiles, which are shown in fig. 1(a), are used to conduct the 125 

sensitivity studies in this article. 126 

2.3 MPL signals 127 

A single wavelength polarization diversity elastic lidar system is installed on the roof of the 128 

physics building in Peking University. This instrument is a MPL manufactured by Sigma Space, using 129 

a Nd: YVO4 532nm pulsed DC10H-532SS laser source, with a pulse duration of 10.3ns, energy of 130 

6-8uJ and a repetition of 2500Hz. It collects elastically backscattered signals from the atmosphere by 131 

separately detecting its parallel and cross polarization components with respect to the polarization of 132 

laser. We also used the concurrently measured AOD data from the AERONET BEIJING_PKU station, 133 

which is located at the same place as the Lidar. 134 

3. Methodology 135 

3.1 Influences of aerosol hygroscopic growth on LR 136 

3.1.1 Calculate the LR values under different RH conditions 137 

In this research, the Mie model (Bohren and Huffman, 2007) is used to study the influence of RH 138 

on LR. When running the Mie model, aerosol PNSD, aerosol complex refractive index, black carbon 139 

mixing state and black carbon mass concentrations are essential. The results of Mie model contain the 140 

information of the σext and βsca, which can be used to calculate the LR directly, with LR = σext
β𝑠𝑐𝑎

. 141 

When exposed to the ambient water content, the aerosols get hygroscopic growth. To account for 142 

this, the size-resolved hygroscopicity parameter κ, which is derived from the measurements of 143 

HTDMA (Chen et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2011), is used in this study. The used size-resolved κ is shown 144 

in fig. S1. Mean value of size-resolved κ during the Hachi Campaign is used. With this, the aerosol GF 145 

of different size at different RH can be calculated by applying formula (1).  146 

Mixing states of BC come from the measurement during the Hachi Campaign. In previous work, 147 
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BC mixing states during the Hachi campaign were presented as both core-shell mixed and externally 148 

mixed (Ma et al., 2012). Ma et al. (2012) provides the ratio of BC mass concentration under externally 149 

mixed state to total BC mass concentration as follows:  150 

𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝐵𝐶 = 𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝐵𝐶
𝑀𝐵𝐶

          (2). 151 

Mext_BC is the mass concentration that is externally mixed and MBC is the total mass concentration of 152 

BC. The mean value of rext_BC=0.51 (Ma et al., 2012) is used as a representation of the mixing state in 153 

this study. The size-resolved distribution of BC mass concentration is the same as that used by Ma et al 154 

(2012a). 155 

The refractive index (𝑚�), with accounting for the water content in the particle, is derived as a 156 

volume mixture between the dry aerosol and water (Wex et al., 2002):  157 

𝑚� = 𝑓𝑉,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑚�𝑎𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑜,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + (1 − 𝑓𝑉,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) 𝑚�𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑑    (3). 158 

fv,dry is the ratio of the dry aerosol volume to total aerosol volume at given RH condition; 𝑚�𝑎𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑜,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is 159 

the refractive index of dry ambient aerosols and  𝑚�𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑑 is the refractive index of water content 160 

absorbed by aerosols. The refractive indices of BC, non-light-absorbing aerosols and water, which are 161 

used in this study, are 1.8+0.54i (Kuang et al., 2015), 1.53+10-7i (Wex et al., 2002) and 1.33+10-7 162 

respectively. 163 

To sum up, we can calculate the LR of a PNSD under the given RH condition by using the Mie 164 

scattering model. For a dry aerosol PNSD, the corresponding aerosol PNSD at a given RH can be 165 

calculated by applying the size resolved κ and formula (1). Aerosol refractive index can be determined 166 

from formula (3), too. With this information, LR can be calculated. For each aerosol PNSD, we change 167 

the RH from 40% to 95% to calculate the LR values at different RH. Finally, the LR values of 168 

different measured aerosol PNSD at different RH are calculated by using the same method.  169 

3.1.2 Parameterizing the variation of LR with RH 170 

When the LR values under different RH are statistically studied, we find that the LR can be 171 

enhanced when the RH increases, which will be discussed in detail in section 4.1.1 and fig 2. The LR 172 

enhancement factor is introduced to describe the influence of aerosol hygroscopic growth on LR at 173 

different RH. It is defined as the ratio of LR at a given RH to LR at the condition of RH<40%. We 174 

give the statistically mean relationships between the LR enhancement factor and RH. The LR 175 

enhancement factor can account for the incensement of LR with RH and the parameterized LR 176 
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enhancement factor is further used in our proposed method to retrieve the σext profiles.  177 

3.2 LR profiles and σext profiles 178 

Assumptions about aerosol properties in the vertical direction are made to calculate LR profiles 179 

and σext profiles. 180 

Liu et al. (2009) studied vertical profiles of aerosol total number concentration (Na) with aircraft 181 

measurements. Vertical distributions of Na are parameterized according to the vertical distribution 182 

properties of Na. Results showed that Na is relatively constant in the mixed layer. A transition layer 183 

where Na linearly decreases exists in the parameterized scheme. Na also exponentially decreases 184 

above the transition layer. The same parameterized scheme proposed by Liu et al. (2009) is adopted by 185 

this study. Both the study of Liu et al. (2009) and Ferrero et al. (2010) manifests that the dry aerosol 186 

PNSD in the mixed layer varies little. The shape of dry aerosol PNSD is assumed constant along with 187 

the height, which means that aerosol PNSD at different heights divided by Na give the same 188 

normalized PNSD. 189 

As for the BC vertical distribution, Ferrero et al. (2011) and Ran et al. (2016) demonstrate that BC 190 

mass concentration in the mixed layer remains relatively constant and decreases sharply above the 191 

mixed layer. According to this, parameterization scheme of BC vertical distributions is assumed the 192 

same as that of the aerosol. The shape of the size-resolved BC mass concentration distribution is also 193 

assumed the same as that at the surface.  194 

LR profiles and σext profiles can be calculated by Mie theory under these assumptions. Details of 195 

computing σext profiles can be found at Kuang et al. (2015). The calculated LR profiles and σext 196 

profiles are used in the following study to provide the theoretical elastic-backscatter signals. 197 

3.3 Simulated elastic-backscatter lidar signals 198 

The intensity of signals received by elastic-backscatter lidar depends on optical properties of 199 

objects and the distance between scattering objects and receiving system. It can be typically described 200 

by the following formula: 201 

P(R) = C × 𝑃0 × 𝛽(𝑅)
𝑅2

× e∫ −2×𝜎(𝑑𝑑)×𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑅
0   (4). 202 

In formula (4), P0 is the intensity of the laser pulse. R is the spatial distance between scattering 203 

objects and the receiving system. C is a correction factor determined by the status of 204 

elastic-backscatter lidar machine itself. β(R) refers to the sum of aerosol backscattering coefficient 205 
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(βsca) and air molecule backscattering coefficient (βsca,mole) at distance R. σ(R) denotes the sum of σext 206 

and air molecule’s extinction coefficient (σext,mole). βsca,mole and σext,mole can be calculated by using 207 

Rayleigh scattering theory when the temperature and pressure are available. 208 

In this study, we can theoretically get the intensities of elastic-backscatter lidar signals from each 209 

given σext and βsca profiles with the assumption that C is equal to one. Retrieving elastic-backscatter 210 

lidar signals can result in exactly the same σext profile as the original one when the profile of LR is 211 

available. However, a constant column-related LR profile is used to retrieve elastic-backscatter lidar 212 

signals and the retrieved σext profile would deviate from the given σext profile when there is insufficient 213 

information about the LR profile. 214 

3.4 Retrieving σext profiles from elastic-backscatter lidar signals 215 

3.4.1 Retrieving σext profiles by using constant column-related LR profile method 216 

Traditionally, the AOD from sun-photometer and the elastic-backscatter lidar signals are 217 

combined to retrieve the σext profiles. Additional information is needed to get the mathematical results 218 

of formula (4) because there are two unknown parameters (βsca and σext). The commonly used method 219 

of solving this formula is to assume a constant value of column-related LR and then the profiles of σext 220 

and βext can be retrieved (Fernald, 1984; Klett, 1985). Different values of column-related LR can lead 221 

to different σext profiles and different AOD. A constant column-related LR can be constrained if sun 222 

photometer is concurrently measuring the AOD (He et al., 2006; Pietruczuk and Podgorski, 2009). 223 

Thus, σext profile can be retrieved by using the column-related constant LR profile. 224 

3.4.2 Retrieving σext profiles accounting for aerosol hygroscopic growth 225 

A new method of retrieving σext profiles from elastic-backscatter lidar signals is proposed, in 226 

which the variation of LR with RH can be taken into consideration. This new method requires the 227 

measured elastic-backscatter lidar signals, measured AOD data and RH profiles. 228 

A schematic diagram of this method is shown in Fig.2. A parameterized LR profile is used to 229 

retrieve σext profiles instead of an AOD-constrained constant LR profile. Firstly, the LR enhancement 230 

factor are statistically studied and parameterized under different polluted conditions. The results of 231 

mean parameterized LR enhancement factor, which is detailed in section 4.1.1, are used in this study. 232 

LR profile can be calculated by using RH profile, a LR value at dry state and the equations of LR 233 

enhancement factor. σext profile can be retrieved with combination of LR profile and formula (4). Dry 234 

state LR value can be constrained by comparing the integrated AOD value of retrieved σext profile and 235 
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concurrently measured AOD value. LR profile is determined and σext profile can be retrieved with the 236 

constrained dry state LR. 237 

4. Results and Discussion 238 

4.1 LR properties 239 

4.1.1 Variation of LR with RH 240 

During the field campaign of Hachi, there is a total 3540 different aerosol PNSDs. These aerosol 241 

PNSDs can be used as a good representation datasets of the continental aerosol. LR is calculated by 242 

using different aerosol PNSD and RH values between 30% and 95%.  243 

Relationships between dry state LR and concurrently measured σext (sum of the aerosol scattering 244 

and absorption) are shown in Fig. 2(a). It shows that LR can vary across a wide range from 30 sr to 90 245 

sr, which is consistent with the literature values of continent aerosols (Ansmann et al., 2001; 246 

Pappalardo et al., 2004a). This also indicates that calculating the LR by using Mie theory is feasible. 247 

Fig. 2(b) gives the probability distribution function of the LR. Most of the LR lies in the range between 248 

45~65 sr. 249 

By calculating the LR values under different RH, we find that the LR tends to increase with RH. 250 

Relationships between the LR enhancement factor and RH are given in Fig. 2(c). The LR enhancement 251 

factor has a mean value lower than 1.2 when the RH is lower than 70%. LR increases linearly with RH 252 

when RH is lower than 80%, which is consistent with the literal results (Salemink et al., 1984). 253 

However, LR can be enhanced by a factor of 2.2 when the RH reaches 92% with mean hygroscopicity 254 

of aerosol. 255 

Mean values of LR enhancement factor are parameterized as below: 256 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅0 = RH − 40     (5) 257 

LR = 𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 × (0.92 + 2.5 × 10−2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅0 − 1.3 × 10−4𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅02 + 2.2 × 10−5𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅03)   (6). 258 

This parameterization equation can be used as a representation of the mean effect of continental 259 

aerosol hygroscopicity on LR.  260 

The incensement of LR with RH has been studied before. Ackermann (1998) calculates the 261 

relationships of LR with RH by using the lognormal distribution of aerosols as the input of Mie 262 

scattering theory and finds that the LR increases with RH for the continental aerosols. However, 263 

Ackermann (1998) shows that the LR doesn’t show the same properties for maritime aerosols and 264 
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desert aerosols.  265 

We theoretically analyze the reasons of the LR by using the Mie scattering model and the mean 266 

aerosol PNSD of the Hachi campaign. By definition, LR is the ratio of σext to βsca. βsca can be written as 267 

𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡×𝑆𝑆𝐴×𝑃𝐹(180)
4×𝜋

, where the SSA is single scattering albedo, which is defined as the ratio of 268 

extinction coefficient and scattering coefficient. PF(180) is the aerosol scattering phase function at the 269 

scattering angle of 180o. Thus, LR = 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡×4×𝜋
𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡×𝑆𝑆𝐴×𝑃𝐹(180)

= 4×𝜋
𝑆𝑆𝐴×𝑃𝐹(180)

. We use the mean aerosol PNSD 270 

as the input of Mie scattering model and calculate the aerosol phase function and SSA values at 271 

different RH. When particle grows, there tends to be larger partition of forward scattering and PF(180) 272 

is smaller, which is shown in fig.S2. The PF(180) decreases 40% from 0.27 to 0.16. At the same time, 273 

the SSA increases 5% from 0.93 to 0.97 and PF(180) as shown in fig.S3. Thus, the LR increases with 274 

the incensement of RH. 275 

4.1.2 LR ratio profiles 276 

Four different types of RH profiles and LR profiles are shown in fig 1. In Fig. 1(a), RH values 277 

increase with height in the mixed layer and decrease with height above the mixed layer. This is a 278 

synthetic result of temperature and water content distributions in the vertical direction. In the summer 279 

afternoon, water vapor is well mixed within the mixed layer and decreases sharply above the mixed 280 

layer. P60-70 can represent the relatively dry environmental conditions. Statistical results show that 281 

P80-90 is most likely to be observed in the environment. P90-95 is a very moist environment condition 282 

and its frequency of being observed is second to that of the P80-90 type. 283 

Profiles of LR corresponding to RH profiles of the left column are shown in Fig. 1(b). For each 284 

type of LR profile, LR increases with height in the mixed layer due to the increase of RH. At the 285 

ground, the mean values of LR for each RH profiles are 38.19, 38.28, 39.53 and 40.33 sr, with a 286 

standard deviation of 6.20, 6.22, 6.42 and 6.45 respectively. LR changes little from 38 sr at the ground 287 

to 42 sr at the top of the mixed layer when the ambient RH is low for the RH profile of P60-70. 288 

However, LR grows with a mean value from 40 sr to 60 sr with a relative difference of 50% when the 289 

RH is high for the RH profile of P90-95. With such high variation of LR with RH, the retrieved σext 290 

profiles might be greatly deviated when using a constant LR profile instead of a variable one. 291 

The black dotted line in Fig. 1(b) is one of the constant column-related LR profiles that are used as 292 

an input of retrieving σext profiles related to the RH profile P70-80. The constant LR has a higher value 293 
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at the ground and a lower value at the top of the mixed layer when compared with the calculated 294 

variable LR profiles. 295 

During the Hachi Campaign, LR values that are calculated by using Mie theory can change from 296 

30 to 55 sr within 12 hours at the ground (about 87% of initial value). With high variation of LR over 297 

time, the LR profile should be updated in time to get an accurately retrieved σext profile. Using only 298 

one measurement of LR profile to retrieve the σext profiles may lead to great bias of retrieved results 299 

(Rosati et al., 2016). 300 

4.2 Bias of retrieved σext profiles 301 

With the parameterized σext profiles by using the method of section 3.2, we can theoretically get 302 

the AOD and the elastic-backscatter lidar signals. Then the AOD and the elastic-backscatter lidar 303 

signals can be used to constrain a column-related constant LR profile and to retrieve σext profiles. 304 

Finally, the retrieved σext profiles are compared with the parameterized σext profiles and the differences 305 

are statistically studied. 306 

4.2.1 Retrieved σext profiles vs. original σext profiles 307 

Fig. 4 provides an example of the retrieved σext profile by using the variable LR profile method 308 

and that by using the constant LR profile method from simulated lidar signals. These two kinds of 309 

profiles can also be described as a given parameterized σext profile and a retrieved σext profile from 310 

constant LR profile. In Fig. 4(a), the retrieved σext profile by using a variable LR profile method is 311 

demonstrated by solid line. Dotted line shows the retrieved σext profile by using a constant column 312 

related LR method. Fig. 4(b) shows the relative bias of the two retrieved σext profiles at each height. 313 

Fig. 4(c) and (d) are almost the same as Fig. 4(a) and (b) respectively, except that the results of Fig. 4(a) 314 

and (b) come from the RH profile of P70-80 while those of Fig. 4(c) and (d) come from the RH profile 315 

of P90-95.  316 

It is shown in Fig. 4(a) that the retrieved σext by using a variable LR profile method increases with 317 

height at a rate of 92.25 (Mm-1km-1) in the mixed layer, which is consistent with the aerosol loading 318 

and RH distribution. However, the retrieved σext profile by using a constant LR profile method behaves 319 

differently and decreases at a rate of -152.87 (Mm-1km-1). The structure of σext profiles is different by 320 

using two different methods. Moreover, the retrieved σext from RH profile of P90-95 at the top of the 321 

mixed layer is significantly deviated with a relative bias of 40%.  322 

Both Fig. 4(a) and (c) show that the retrieved σext is overestimated at ground and underestimated at 323 
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the top of the mixed layer. From Fig 3(b), it can be concluded that the AOD-constrained constant LR is 324 

larger than the calculated true LR at the ground and smaller at the top of the mixed layer. According to 325 

formula (3), signals of the elastic-backscatter lidar received at any height are proportional to the 326 

backscattering capability of the aerosols. When LR is larger, a larger fraction of the signals transfer 327 

forward and less is scattered back. In order to receive the same amount of signal, the backscattering 328 

coefficient should be larger and this can lead to the result of a larger σext at that layer. Thus, the σext 329 

tends to be biased higher than the given parameterized σext when the LR is larger, and vice versa. 330 

Overall, the profiles retrieved by using an AOD-constrained LR can lead to a positive bias at the 331 

ground and a negative bias at the top of mixed layer. 332 

4.2.2 Sensitivity Study 333 

Simulations are conducted to study the characteristics of the retrieved σext profile bias between 334 

using the constant column-related LR profile and variable LR profile. Different kinds of aerosol PNSD, 335 

AOD, aerosol hygroscopicity and RH profiles are used. Aerosol PNSD data comes from the Hachi 336 

Campaign field measurement. The sensitivity of the bias in aerosol hygroscopicity is evaluated by 337 

changing the size-resolved κ value. Aerosols are defined to have high hygroscopicity when the aerosol 338 

size-resolved κ value is one standard deviation above the mean of the size-resolved κ value. They are 339 

defined as low hygroscopicity if the size-resolved κ value is one standard deviation below mean of the 340 

size-resolved κ value. Four different kinds of RH profiles are also used in this sensitivity study. As 341 

discussed in section 3.2.1, a negative bias at the top of the mixed layer is accompanied by a positive 342 

bias at the ground and the largest bias happens at the top of the mixed layer. It is sufficient to focus on 343 

the relative bias at the top of the mixed layer. 344 

Statistical characteristics of the relative bias at the top of the mixed layer are shown in Fig. 5. 345 

Different panels represent the results of different aerosol hygroscopicity. The left column shows the 346 

results of low aerosol hygroscopicity. Middle panel shows results from mean aerosol hygroscopicity. 347 

High aerosol hygroscopicity of particles results in the properties shown in the right panel. For each 348 

panel, relationships between relative bias and AOD are shown. Different colors in each panel show the 349 

results of different RH profiles. Filled colors represent the ranges of the relative bias at one standard 350 

deviation of using different PNSD. 351 

Every panel show that relative bias clearly increases with the enhancement of RH in the 352 

surroundings. The relative bias has a mean value of less than 10% for RH profile of P60-70. LR has 353 
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little variation when the surrounding RH is low and the bias has a low value. For RH profiles of 354 

P70-80 and P80-90, the relative bias increases with RH and increases strongly up to 25% when the 355 

surrounding relative humidity is high. These behaviors of relative difference under difference RH 356 

conditions are consistent with the change of LR with RH. 357 

Filled color ranges of relative bias at given AOD and RH profile result from the variation of 358 

aerosol PNSD. The LR enhancement factor can have different behavior with different aerosol PNSD 359 

according to Mie scattering theory. Changing the aerosol PNSD leads to a wider range of bias when 360 

the RH is higher. Fig. 5 also shows that different PNSD can change the relative bias by a mean value 361 

of 10% for different polluted conditions. 362 

Relative bias increases with AOD value when the AOD is low, while it remains constant when the 363 

AOD is high. When AOD is low, the amount of scattered light by air molecules occupies a large 364 

fraction. Air molecules have a constant LR of 8
3
𝜋𝜋 sr according the Rayleigh scattering theory. The 365 

relative bias of retrieved σext profile is relatively small when the AOD is low. When the AOD has a 366 

larger value, backscattered signals mainly depend on aerosol backscattering and the signals 367 

backscattered by air molecules are negligible. Relative bias mainly reflects the impacts of aerosol 368 

hygroscopicity. The mean relative bias increases from 26% to 32% at high RH conditions with the 369 

increase of aerosol hygroscopicity. Aerosol hygroscopicity should be taken into account under high 370 

RH conditions. 371 

To sum up, RH is one of the most important factors that influence the accuracy of retrieving the 372 

elastic-backscatter lidar data. Different PNSD can also lead to a large variation of relative difference. 373 

The relative difference increases with the AOD when the AOD is low, but increases little when the 374 

AOD is high. Under the conditions of both high values of RH and AOD, the relative bias of retrieved 375 

data reaches a maximum due to the influence of aerosol hygroscopic growth. 376 

4.3 Evaluation of LR enhancement factor parameterization 377 

Simulations are carried out to test the accuracy of the new methods, which is proposed in section 378 

3.4.2, to retrieve the σext profiles. These simulations employ the elastic-backscattering lidar signals 379 

from section 3.3, the RH profiles, the integrated AOD values of the parameterized σext profiles and the 380 

parameterization scheme of LR enhancement factor formulas (5), (6). With this information, the σext 381 

profiles are retrieved by the method of section 3.4.2. We then studied the relative biases between the 382 
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parameterized σext profiles and the retrieved σext profiles by using the new method.  383 

Different kinds of aerosol PNSD, AOD, aerosol hygroscopicity and RH profiles are used in the 384 

simulations. The realtive bias are statistically studied and summarized. The values listed in Table 1 are 385 

the mean relative biases under different PNSD conditions. From Table 1, we can see that all of the 386 

relative bias is within the range of 13% for different PNSD, AOD, aerosol hygroscopicity and RH 387 

profiles. This indicates that the algorithm of using the mean LR enhancement factor parameterization 388 

scheme is feasible and can decrease the bias of the retrieved elastic-backscatter lidar data significantly. 389 

4.4 Retrieving the real-time measurement elastic-backscatter lidar signals 390 

MPL data and AERONET data are employed to validate the algorithm of retrieving the 391 

elastic-backscatter lidar data on the day of 5 July 2016. After quality control of data processing, 392 

elastic-backscatter lidar data is retrieved by using both a constant LR profile method and a 393 

parameterized variable LR profile method. Details of retrieving the MPL signals and the auxiliary 394 

information are shown in fig.S5. Fig. 6 gives the retrieved σext profiles using two methods of local time 395 

13:00 (a) and 14:30 (b).  396 

Fig. 6(a) is a typical case of the retrieved σext profiles under high values of both RH and AOD 397 

conditions. The retrieved σext profiles by using the constant LR profile method and variable LR profile 398 

method show almost the same properties as the simulations. The relative bias reaches a value of 39.3% 399 

at an altitude of 1.57 km. These differences of retrieved σext profiles may lead to a significant bias of 400 

estimating the mixed layer height and have significant impact on radiative energy distribution in the 401 

vertical direction. Fig. 6(b) shows the retrieved σext profiles of different structures from the same 402 

elastic-backscatter lidar data. The retrieved σext by using variable LR profile method increases with 403 

height within the mixed layer. However, the retrieved σext by using constant LR profile decreases 404 

slightly with height within the mixed layer. 405 

5 Conclusions 406 

The influence of aerosol hygroscopic growth on LR is evaluated by using Mie scattering theory. 407 

Datasets used as input to Mie theory model come from the Hachi Campaign field measurements and 408 

these datasets can be used as a good representation of the continental aerosols. Results show that LR in 409 

the NCP mainly ranges from 30 to 90 sr, which is consistent with literature values of continental 410 

aerosols. LR could be enhanced significantly under high RH conditions, with a mean factor of 2.2 at 411 

92% RH. 412 
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RH in the mixed layer in the NCP is frequently observed to be higher than 90%. Under these 413 

conditions, large variation of LR in the vertical direction exists. This leads to significant bias of 414 

retrieved σext profile due to a constant LR profile currently used to retrieve the elastic-backscatter lidar 415 

signals. The relative bias of the retrieved σext profiles between the constant LR profile method and the 416 

variable LR profile method can reach up to 40% under high RH conditions and the retrieved σext 417 

profile structure can be different under low RH conditions. 418 

Sensitivity studies are carried out to test the bias of retrieved σext profiles. The bias increases 419 

linearly with RH at low RH but increases strongly at high RH. PNSD can lead to 10% standard 420 

deviation of the bias. Maximum bias happens under the conditions of both high AOD and RH that 421 

frequently happen in the NCP. The influence of aerosol hygroscopic growth on LR should be taken 422 

into consideration when retrieving the elastic-backscatter lidar data in the NCP. 423 

A new algorithm accounting for the aerosol hygroscopic growth is proposed to retrieve the 424 

elastic-backscatter lidar data. A scheme of LR enhancement factor parameterization is introduced in 425 

this algorithm. The bias of retrieved σext profiles by using this algorithm can be constrained within 426 

13%. Real-time measurement of MPL data is employed to validate the algorithm and the results show 427 

good consistency with the simulations. 428 

This research will advance our understanding of the influence of aerosol hygroscopic growth on 429 

LR and help to improve the retrieval of σext profile from elastic-backscatter lidar signals. 430 
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Table 1. Relative difference (%) between the σext profiles by using the proposed new method and the parameterized σext 550 

profiles under different AOD and RH profile conditions 551 

 AOD 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

R
H

 profile 

P60-70 6 9 11 13 8 8 8 9 

P70-80 7 7 9 12 7 6 7 8 

P80-90 8 5 4 11 6 5 5 6 

P90-95 9 6 6 9 13 7 7 9 

 552 

553 
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 554 
Figure 1. (a) Four kinds of RH profiles P60-70, P70-80, P80-90, and P90-95; (b) calculated LR profiles from the 555 
corresponding RH profiles of (a). Dotted black line is one of the constant LR profiles that are used to retrieve the 556 
MPL signals.  557 
  558 
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 559 
Figure 2. LR distribution and LR enhancement factor during Hachi campaign. (a) LR distribution under different 560 
polluted conditions. (b) Probability distribution of the LR. (c) Enhancement factor of the LR. Dotted line is the mean 561 
fit LR enhancement factor. 562 
 563 
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 566 

 567 
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of retrieving the σext profile. The input variables are displayed in green background. 568 
  569 
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 570 

 571 
Figure 4. (a) Retrieved σaero profiles using constant LR profile method (dotted line) and variable LR profile method 572 
(solid line) from simulated lidar signals. (b) The relative bias of the retrieved σaero profile using two different methods. 573 
(c),(d）are the same as (a), (b) respectively. The LR signals of panel (a) results form P70-80 RH profile, and LR 574 
signals of panel (b) results from P90-95 RH profile  575 
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 576 
Figure 5. Relative bias of the retrieved σext under different AOD, PNSD, and hygroscopicity and RH profiles 577 
conditions. Different colors represent different RH profile. Panel (a) is derived from the low hygroscopicity. Panel (b) 578 
results from the mean hygroscopicity. Panel (c) is for high hygroscopicity.   579 
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 580 
Figure 6. Retrieved σext profiles from field measurement MPL signals at (a) 13:00 and (b) 14:30 on July 5, 2016. Dotted 581 
line represents the retrieved σext profiles using constant LR profile method. Solid line represents the retrieved σext profiles 582 
using variable LR profile method. 583 
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